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“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin,  What Is To Be Done

In the last dialectics column we described the

sharp division in the working class movement be-

tween communists and revisionists that came into

the open in the early 1900s, especially in Ger-

many. The revisionists denied most of Marxism

but rejected dialectics in particular. This was be-

cause they recognized that the growth of contra-

dictions within capitalism would make revolution

necessary, a conclusion they rejected. The revi-

sionist rejection of materialism was equally im-

portant, since they wanted to substitute Kant’s

idealist, non-class morality for the revolutionary

tasks that the laws of motion of capitalism set out

for the working class. 

Although their numbers were small, commu-

nists in many European countries fought the ide-

ological battle for communist ideas against the

revisionists and their support of imperialist war.

The most determined struggle specifically for di-

alectics and materialism, however, came from

Russian communists G. Plekhanov and V. I.

Lenin. The next few columns will describe their

efforts, which proved to be fundamental for the

further development of communist philosophy. 

Plekhanov was one of the founders of the com-

munist movement in Russia. His role would

eventually prove to be enormously contradictory,

involving major contributions, but also errors and

betrayals. From the beginning, Plekhanov sharply

attacked the idealism of the revisionists, fighting

for space in German Socialist Party newspapers

to do this. In books, articles and speeches he ex-

plained and defended dialectics and attacked ef-

forts to distort it. 
Plekhanov Against “Legal Marxism”

In his work “Criticism of our Critics”,

Plekhanov exposed the bogus reasoning of Russ-

ian revisionist P. Struve. Struve had watered

down Marxism to make it “legal,” that is, accept-

able to the tsarist censorship. He had argued that

the contradictions of capitalism could be

“blunted” so they would not lead to revolution.

Plekhanov combined philosophical analysis and

economic data in his refutation of Struve’s

“blunting.” He showed that contradictions in the

history of the communist movement had not only

not been resolved by “blunting,” but by becoming

more intense, which is the way contradictions are

resolved in general. Plekhanov argued that the

content of growing social production was con-

stantly straining against the capitalist form that

restricts it, a prime example, he said, of the “rev-

olutionary significance of Marxist dialectics.”
Lenin Against the Narodniks

Lenin’s first major work, which was directed

against the Narodnik movement, devoted sec-

tions to materialism and to dialectics. The Naro-

dniks opposed the tsarist system in Russia with

terrorist actions like assassinating the Tsar, al-

though a large section of the Narodniks did not

oppose capitalism. They saw the small peasants

as  the  revolutionary  class.  Lenin  directed  his

fire particularly against Narodnik N. K.

Mikhailovsky, who rejected dialectics and tried

to refute the materialist idea that class relations

and class struggle determine the development of

class society. 

Lenin noted that Mikhailovsky was using a

common strategy for attacking dialectics. He at-

tacked Hegel’s specific form of dialectics, trying

to conclude that communist dialectics makes the

same errors. In particular Mikhailovsky claimed

that the “triad” pattern of “thesis—antithesis—

synthesis” was the basis of dialectical develop-

ment. Lenin pointed out that Engels had long ago

written that “triad” patterns are not a necessary

part  of  communist  dialectics  and  nothing

could be “proved” with them. Combatting

Mikhailovsky’s distortions, Lenin outlined core

ideas of dialectics, which he called “the scientific

method in sociology.” Lenin’s emphasis on the

importance of dialectics in this early work would

be carried forward into his later writings, both

those on communist theory and on practical po-

litical work. 

In our next column we will discuss some major

errors of Plekhanov’s dialectics.

fighting for Dialectics against reVisionism

EL SALVADOR—“Even though the FMLN

has won the Presidential elections and we are a

little bit pleased, what we workers need is a com-

munist revolution, which will represent all of us,”

said a sweatshop worker.

“As workers, we realize that there is a differ-

ence between reforms and revolution, and that we

in ICWP must fight for communist revolution,”

commented another.

On March 9, the second round of the Presiden-

tial election was held, electing the FMLN candi-

date, Salvador Sánchez Cerén. 

“We call for a dialogue with the major compa-

nies of this country,” said Sánchez Ceren. What

does this mean for the working class? The con-

tinuation of the capitalist system and its rotten

system. Exploitation will continue destroying the

lives of millions of workers. 

“The school uniforms, shoes, school supplies

and milk that they give to my children are a great

help that we would never have received with the

ARENA government,” said a worker. 

The few crumbs that the FMLN government

has given to the children of the working class are

an insult. We, who create everything of value in

society, deserve much more than this. We deserve

EVERYTHING, with  nothing for the capitalists.

We must understand that the FMLN does not rep-

resent the working class. In fact, the leaders of

this party are big businessmen.

It shouldn’t surprise us that US imperialism,

through its Secretary of State John Kerry, has

congratulated Sánchez Cerén on his electoral vic-

tory, nor that the critics of this party, Salvadoran

capitalists, who in past campaigns accused the

FMLN of being a “socialist” or “communist”

party, now defend them. This doesn’t mean that

these critics are pro-worker, but that the FMLN

is becoming more and more pro-capitalist. 

“Revolution or death, we will win!” This slo-

gan in the FMLN party anthem no longer has any

credibility when it comes from the leadership.

The electoral discourse is very far from this slo-

gan, for which thousands of women and men

workers organized and gave their lives many

years ago.

Although this day thousands celebrated the

electoral victory of this party, it will very soon

continue with reforms that only serve to continue

administrating the capitalist system. 

Even an evangelical preacher said in a televi-

sion interview, “Why fear the FMLN? They are

not a party of the left. Now they are businessmen.

They have tasted capitalism’s benefits.” 

And it’s true. In spite of the fact that they keep

selling themselves as a proletarian option,  in re-

ality, a party leader said openly on television,

“We are not Marxists; we are not Leninists; we

are not communists.” 

Many members of the working class in this

country and in others still keep a faint hope that

reform groups like the FMLN, the followers of

Hugo Chávez, and the Sandinistas will help the

working class move forward. It is a no-holds-

barred struggle between capitalist reform and

communist revolution.

We must seize this moment, going out more to

the streets and the factories to expose reality, to

take the mask off charity, and make it clear that

it is not enough to pacify us with miserable solu-

tions; we’re done with bread and circuses.

Our struggle must be for a real communist rev-

olution, where workers have state power to create

a society without money or exploitation, and

where EVERYTHING will be to satisfy the

needs of the working class. Help us to raise the

workers’ flag, the red flag of ICWP.

It is time to look for and meet with more poten-

tial communists. We are and continue to be the

open secret of humanity. Join us in this struggle to

organize communist revolution through Red Flag.

the only proletarian option: communist reVolution

mobilize the masses for communism 

on may Day

from south africa to el salvador, 

from spain to brazil, 

from the u.s. to mexico, 

from honduras to bangladesh

fight for a world with collectivity, 

solidarity and sharing, without wage 

slavery, bosses, borders or money

march with icWp on may first, 

international Workers’ Day, 

for a communist World! 


